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Executive Summary
At Elsevier, Our Objective is to deliver improved outcomes for professional and business
customers across industries, to help them make better decisions, get better results and be
more productive. Our customers are doing momentous things, and we are uniquely
positioned to show our customers the ‘art of the possible’.
Elsevier feels responsibility to use that understanding to create highly effective solutions that
enable our customers to leverage the vast potential of information to advance science,
health and technology in ways that they could not do alone, and to anticipate the new ways
customers will want to use information in the future. That is what we mean by ‘leading the
way’.
As a global and pioneer company in providing quality content in the area of science,
technology & health we at Elsevier would like to take an opportunity to become a content
partner in order to help students and researchers to get their desired outcome in the field of
education and research; and pleased to submit eBooks proposal on Science Direct Platform
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1. Introduction
Elsevier
Elsevier is a world-leading provider of information solutions that enhance the performance of
science, health, and technology professionals, empowering them to make better decisions,
deliver better care, and sometimes make ground breaking discoveries that advance the
boundaries of knowledge and human progress. Elsevier provides web-based, digital
solutions — among them ScienceDirect, Scopus, Elsevier Research Intelligence and
ClinicalKey — and publishes over 2,500 journals, including The Lancet and Cell, and more
than 38,000 book titles, including a number of iconic reference works. Elsevier is part of
RELX Group, a world-leading provider of information and analytics for professional and
business customers across industries. www.elsevier.com
ScienceDirect
ScienceDirect is Elsevier’s leading information solution for researchers, teachers, students,
health care professionals and information professionals. It combines authoritative, full-text
scientific, technical and health publications with smart, intuitive functionality so that you can
stay informed in your field, and can work more effectively and efficiently.
eBooks on ScienceDirect
Apart from a rich journal collection with of over 2,500 titles, ScienceDirect also offers
eBooks, Reference Works, Handbooks and Book Series. Serving many purposes for
researchers, an eBook presents all the current research in a given field, curated by expert
reviewer, and dynamically linked to related content elsewhere. All book content can be
browsed and searched on ScienceDirect. Our eBook formats satisfy the growing demand for
research being accessible on mobile devices, and are downloadable as full-text book
chapters in PDF and HTML formats (where available), as covered by your subscription. All
eBooks come with complimentary MARC records to increase discoverability.

Pick and Choose
When you invest in library content, you probably favor the titles most popular with patrons.
Titles they seek out, not just once but again and again. With our Pick and Choose model,
this high-impact content is yours forever for a one-time fee. It’s a great economic investment
for libraries that know exactly what content their researchers need most.

Features
•
•
•
•

Purchase individual titles in perpetuity for a one-time fee
Choose from over 38,000 titles in more than 24 subject collections
Hosted and fully integrated on ScienceDirect with no DRM restrictions
Full Books/Chapter wise download facility with unlimited user access
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Proposal: eBook on Science Direct Platform

Type

No of Title

Price in $

Elsevier eBooks – Pick and Choose

29

$4,376

STANDARD DISCOUNT STRUCTURE:

E Books

Standard Discount

30-80

5%

81-150

10%

>150

15%

Terms and Conditions

1) Validity: Proposal is valid till 31.08.2022
2) Location: The Proposal enclosed is for single site location.
3) User Access: Unlimited access through IP authentication without any DRM
restriction along with User ID/Password
4) Access: Agreement is signed between both the parties to conclude and activate the
access perpetually.
5)

Payment: Credit time of 90days is available after the Invoice is processed

Conclusion
Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you with additional information or
questions you may have.
Further information about ScienceDirect can be found here:
https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/sciencedirect/content/books-overview
Sincerely,
Rohit Aravindekar
Solution Manager
08448295385
r.aravindekar@elsevier.com

